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From entrepreneurs, for entrepreneurs
As a high price island in the middle of the euro zone, the Swiss economy is holding its own against challenges.
Swiss companies are required to counter price advantages of foreign suppliers through quality and innovation
in order to maintain their own competitiveness.
The "Swiss Business Pulse" surveys the assessment of Swiss companies on the current economic situation from the business community, for the business community. Employees at various levels answered questions
on urgent and current challenges. Participants are invited to give their opinion on the current situation. A
selection of these will be published alongside the study results.

The Swiss Business Pulse
The Swiss Business Pulse uses the proven industry structure analysis based on Prof. Michael Porter's five-force
model. This model determines the influence of potential competitors, the negotiating power of suppliers and
customers, and the danger of substitute products. The Swiss Business Pulse is aimed at investors, boards of
directors, members of management and middle management alike.
It takes into account different influences and assessments from day-to-day business and from a strategic
perspective. The focus is on the coming 12 months. Urgent challenges are considered separately by industry
and company level. The operational and strategic levels in the company are brought closer together.
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The Swiss economy February 2021
We have already been living with COVID-19 in our country for one year. In March 2020, the Swiss Federal
Council ordered the first lockdown.

When asked about the current biggest challenge, Corona is still clearly in the lead! Changing from 42% in July
2020, the value has dropped to 36% in October 2020 to now 27% in January this year. At the same time,
digitalization as a pressing issue has dropped from 13% to 12% to now 8%.
Once again, a clear indication that Swiss companies can adapt quickly. This impression is reinforced as the
clear difference in market assessment in October between top management and middle management has
now narrowed.
Questions specifically addressing COVID-19 show that 25% of respondents had to accept a strong negative
impact on sales (levels 8-10 on a scale of 0-10) and that about one in eight companies is facing a strong
existential threat due to the current Corona crisis. This statement in particular is alarming for Switzerland as a
business location.
While the past 12 months tended to be assessed somewhat better, but still similar overall, confidence in the
further development of business in the coming 12 months has improved significantly - after all, 50% of
respondents see an improvement (+12% compared to the previous quarter). The number of those expecting a
deterioration has halved to 11%.
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This positive trend occurs in all target markets, with the domestic market making up
the most ground in positive expectations, with an increase of +10%. However, it still
brings up the rear with 49% compared with the target market North America, which
shows 57% of respondents expect an improvement in the order situation.

Based on the findings of the first two surveys, we have specifically included the
shortage of skilled workers in this survey. At 2/3 of all companies, the need for
specialists was and remains very high and will remain high in the future, albeit
somewhat weakened.

Heinz Brägger
MBA
Leverage Experts

The search for specialists is and will remain difficult. The shortage of specialists is
most severe in the IT sector, followed by the financial services environment and
consulting.
Solutions still need to be found here, and the shortage of specialists is also
intensifying the battle for domestic and foreign talent.

For entrepreneurs, this means that the ability to adapt and transform will continue to
be decisive criteria in the medium-term future in order to always "keep one's head
above the water" in the difficult market environment.
Heinz Brägger, February 2021
Photo by Austin Distel on Unsplash
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The facilitators
The Swiss Business Pulse was developed from a simple question. "Where do we really stand?". Who knows
this better than the entrepreneurs and managers at various levels in Swiss companies.

Following the motto: From the economy, for the economy!
The Swiss Business Pulse is implemented by the Zurich-based strategy consultancy Leverage Experts, the
Zurich-based market research institute "dieMarktforscher" and, above all, by all of us together.

Kolja A. Rafferty
MBA
Leverage Experts

Heinz Brägger
MBA
Leverage Experts

Leverage Experts | Leading Situations of Rapid Change
Leverage Experts (LE) was founded in 2012 as an independent group of interdisciplinary experts in Zurich. The
experienced team supports companies in complex and critical challenges with a strategic mind set and passion for
implementation. LE focuses on Situations of Rapid Change, transformation, restructuring, crisis and turnaround
management. LE implements corporate and growth strategies, accompanies entrepreneurs through crisis situations, is
involved in (digital) transformation and restructuring processes and is experienced in M&A and corporate finance. The
team of Leverage Experts enables an active and effective shaping of the future - At short notice, with high impact.
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Implementation and methodological responsibility
It was a welcome challenge to quantitatively implement the Porter's Five Forces model in Switzerland. The
extensive topics were summarized within 6 minutes of questioning. The data were collected by means of an
online questionnaire (CAWI).
The result: 184 highly qualified feedbacks (91 Int. Top Management and 93 Int. Level 2&3). The survey of the
current situation and the background was carried out with open questions. We thank you for the extensive
statements!
The results reflect the current situation and the future expectations of the management. The data will be
collected and published quarterly.
The collaboration with Leverage Experts is an ideal cooperation for us. Up to now we have concentrated our
studies on the end consumer. The perspective of the client and the end consumer provides us with
comprehensive transparency and enables us to create tailor-made solutions.
By cooperating with Leverage Experts, we are able to back up our studies with top
management practical knowledge.

For more transparency on the impact on your business, please visit dieMarktforscher.org. For
5 years we have been showing ways out of difficult market conditions. Our clients receive a
mirror about market potentials, target groups, positioning as well as all facts about marketing
optimization. Cost-efficient and fast basis for decision-making.
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The methodology
The Swiss Business Pulse is designed around Porter’s Five Forces Framework which is a method for
analyzing competition in an industry sector. It draws from industrial organization economics to derive five forces that
determine the competitive intensity and, hence, the degree of attractiveness of an industry in terms of its profitability.
An “unattractive” industry is one in which the effect of these five forces reduces overall profitability. The five forces
describe drivers, close to a company that affect its ability to serve
its customers and create a profit.
Bargaining power of
suppliers

A change in any of the forces requires a business to re-assess
the marketplace for its operations.
The overall industry attractiveness does not imply that every firm in
the industry will return the same profitability. Firms can apply
their core competencies, business model or network to achieve a
profit above the industry average.
Porter’s five forces include three forces from ‘horizontal’
competition – the threat of substitute products or services, the
threat of established rivals, and the threat of new entrants – and
two others from ‘vertical’ competition – the bargaining power of
suppliers and the bargaining power of customers.

Threat of new
Entrants

Rivalry among
existing competitors

Bargaining power of
Buyers

Threat of
substitutes

The five-forces perspective is associated with its originator, Michael E. Porter of Harvard University.
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The results
January 2021
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Study background
Method:
➢ Online Interviews CAWI
➢ Screening: Top Management & Management (FE2 &3)

Implementation:
➢ 1. Survey: 12. – 27. July 2020
➢ 2. Survey: 28. Sept. – 13. Oct. 2020
➢ 3. Survey: 13. Jan – 5. Feb 2021
Number of interviews:
Investor
Chairman / Member BoD / Owner
CEO
CIO, CMO, CFO, COO or similar
Management Level 2&3

Banks, Financial / Insurance Services
Consulting, Professional Services
Telecommunication / ICT
Other industries
Total

Jul 20
5
33
54
22
66

Oct 20
4
35
50
40
125

Jan 21
4
20
39
28
93

46
40
38
56
180

68
46
42
98
254

42
39
48
55
184
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Summary & highlights
Business development review
Compared to October 2020, business performance has improved slightly but
significantly. However, the result is still below the level of July 2020 (1st
measurement). For 35% of the companies, the business development was negative!

Page
15

Current challenges
Coping with the crisis remains the biggest challenge. The value is declining despite
the lockdown. Managers have become accustomed to the new normal! Difficult
customer development, digitization, and uncertain market development are further
core topics. 9% of top management expects difficult regulatory conditions!

16 - 17

Development of customer demand
High optimism for all industries and target markets surveyed. 50% expect an
improvement in the order situation. Significant increase since the beginning of the
first measurement! This is particularly true for the information technology sector.
Expectations have also improved significantly for the Swiss target market!

18 - 19
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Summary & highlights
Market entry of competitors
The opportunities for market entry have continuously deteriorated. 71% rate this as
difficult. Compared with July 2020, this figure was 63%. The reason for this is the
necessary capital requirements!
Current framework conditions
The generally high intensity of competition and the associated bargaining power of
customers are the biggest influencing factors. By far the highest intensity of
competition is in the area of information technology. Consulting & professional
services is influenced above all by the bargaining power of customers.
Forecast – Market development
Due to high market saturation, the degree of differentiation of products and services
will continue to increase. This applies above all to the areas of consulting &
information technology. Significant market growth is expected for the ICT sector. A
clear difference to other industries!

Page
20

21 - 22

23 - 24
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Summary & highlights
Forecast – General conditions
The predatory struggle as well as the bargaining power of customers will continue to
increase.

Page
27 - 28

Forecast – Market entry
Generally very difficult conditions for market entry. Financial service providers &
insurance companies expect high regulatory pressure (government requirements)!

31 - 32

Recruiting
Almost 2/3 of the companies have difficulties finding qualified employees. The need
for skilled workers in the field of information technology is particularly high (77% in
the coming 12 months)!

33 - 34

Impact COVID-19
The existence of 8% of companies is acutely threatened by the current crisis.

35

14
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Business development review
Q6: How do you assess the business development of your company in the past 12 months?
Banks, financial & insurance services, consulting, information technology, other industries

Jan. 21

Top Management & Management (FE1 & 2)
July 20

38%
-3%

Oct. 20

Jan. 21

35%

35%
-7%

28%

27%
+10%

37%

+3%

-1%

-2%

38%

27%

35%

exceeded expectations

neutral

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

n=
Banks, financial &
insurance services

42

34%

24%

41%

Consulting &
professional services

39

37%

24%

39%

Informationtechnology

48

37%

34%

29%

Other industries

55

41%

26%

33%

0
184

below expectations
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Current challenges (Top Management & Management Level 1 & 2)

Q7: Please tell us what is the biggest challenge your company is currently facing?

COVID-19

42%

Difficult customer
acquisition

13%
11%

Digitalisation
Shortage of skilled workers
Business development
Uncertain market
development
Cost pressure
difficult regulatory
expectations
functioning operation
despite short-time working

Reorganisation

6%
3%

COVID-19

27%

Difficult customer
acquisition

Digitalisation

12%

Digitalisation

8%

7%

Uncertain market
development

7%

7%

Shortage of skilled
workers

Uncertain market
development
Shortage of skilled
workers

2%

Difficulty in implementing
innovations

2%

COVID-19

12%

Cost pressure

2%

36%

Difficult customer
acquisition

3%

2%

January 21

October 20

July 20

Travel restrictions
Employee management

Difficult regulatory
expectations

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

12%

6%

Difficult regulatory
expectations

5%

4%

Lockdown

5%

3%

Growth strategy

4%

3%

Cost pressure

4%

3%

Employees at
homeoffice

3%

5%
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Current challenges (Top Management & Management Level 1 & 2)

Q7: Please tell us which is currently the biggest challenge for your company?
Top Management

Jan. 21
32%

COVID-19

15%

Difficult customer acquisition

12%

Digitalisation

9%

Difficult regulatory expectations

8%

Uncertain market development

7%

Shortage of skilled workers
Lockdown

5%

Jan. 21

Management
Management(FE2 &3)
(FE2 & F3) COVID-19

27%
12%

Difficult customer acquisition

8%

Digitalisation

7%

Uncertain market development

6%

Shortage of skilled workers
Difficult regulatory expectations

5%

Lockdown

5%

Growth strategy

3%

Growth strategy

4%

Cost pressure

3%

Cost pressure

4%

Employees at homeoffice

3%

Employees at homeoffice

2%

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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Development of customer demand
Q10: How do you expect the consumer demand will develop in the next 12 months?
Banks, financial/insurance services, consulting, information technology, other industries

Top Management & Management (FE2 & 3)
July 20

32%
+6%

Oct. 20

38%
+12%

Jan. 21

50%
improved

45%

23%

-5%

-1%

40%

22%

-1%

39%
neutral

Jan. 21

n=
Banks, financial &
insurance services

42

52%

34%

14%

Consulting &
professional services

39

47%

45%

8%

Informationtechnology

48

58%

30%

13%

Other industries

55

47%

43%

10%

-11%

11%

184

deterioration
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Development of customer demand (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q10: How do you expect the consumer demand will develop in the next 12 months?
Banks, financial/insurance services, consulting, information technology, other industries

Companies target markets (question F5):
51%

33% 16%

North America

57%

34%

Europe - non EU

48%

31% 21%

Middle East, Africa

56%

36%

Central & South
America

48%

31% 21%

Europe - EU

52%

36%

Asia

47%

34% 19%

Central & South
America

51%

32% 17%

Middle East, Africa

47%

35% 18%

Europe - non EU

51%

37% 13%

Europe - EU

44%

37%

19%

Asian

50%

39%

CH

39%

40%

21%

CH

49%

39% 13%

improved

neutral

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

“

The pressure on
Switzerland will increase.
Customers will demand
international standards.

“

North America

Alexander Meili
Head of Business Development
Bonuscard

deterioration
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Market entry of competitors

Q9: In general, how easy or difficult is the market entry to your industry for new
market participants?
Banks, financial/insurance services, consulting, information technology, other industries

Top Management & Management (FE1 & 2)
July 20

Oct. 20

14%

23%

63%

-1%

-4%

+5%

13% 19%
-1%

Jan. 21

-2%

12% 17%

easy

Jan. 21

n=
Banks, financial &
insurance services

42

10%

17%

72%

68%

Consulting &
professional services

39

16%

18%

66%

+3%

Informationtechnology

48

10%

25%

65%

Other industries

55

12%

10%

78%

71%

neutral

184

difficult
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Current framework conditions

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q8: Which conditions have currently the greatest influence on your industry?
ManagementJanuary
Level
2 & 3:

October 20
Negotiating power of the
customers

68%

Intensity of competition in
the industry
Threat of new competitors
Threat of substitute
products

61%
39%
24%

Negotiating power of the
19%
suppliers

22% 10%

Intensity of competition in
the industry

59%

32%

8%

26% 13%

Negotiating power of the
customers

59%

32%

9%

31%

43%

Threat of new competitors

36%

40%

Threat of substitute
products

45%

36%

Negotiating power of the
suppliers 15%

27%

You want to become a partner or sponsor?
contact@swissbusinesspulse.ch

23%
39%

50%

The global economic slowdown, which already started in 2019, was accelerated with COVID-19 in 2020
and has left many questions unanswered. Where are the global economy and the related sales markets
heading in 2021 ( a downward spiral or boom phase). As companies, there are additional considerations
to think about, such as consolidating suppliers, minimizing dependencies and bringing production inhouse. Switzerland, with its exorbitant wages compared to the rest of the world, will have to rethink its
position as an exporting country in order to keep up in this global competition; the new EU agreement
with China and the newly created Asian free trade zone will bring new - and above all cheaper competitors to the market. The Asians are not only "cheap", they also know how to make precise hightech products, which is exactly what Switzerland currently excels in. Interesting times are coming.

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

34%
34%

“

Siegfried-Thor Bolz
Geschäftsführer
CQ-Factory GmbH

“

30%

21

36%
high influence
neutral
no influence
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Current framework conditions

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q8: Which conditions have currently the greatest influence on your industry?

“

Banks, financial
& insurance
services

Consulting &
professional
services

Informationtechnology

Other industries

Intensity of competition
in the industry

55%

58%

73%

53%

Negotiating power of the
suppliers

14%

3%

23%

17%

Negotiating power of the
customer

48%

76%

55%

55%

Threat of new
competitors

48%

42%

45%

40%

Threat of substitute
products

38%

21%

33%

21%

January 2021

The economic situation is better than
is often communicated. Changes in
society and its structure cannot be
stopped. The pandemic is acting as a
catalyst and accelerating this process.
It is shameful to see how the
implementation of measures against
the pandemic are being handled so
hesitantly in favor of the economy and
at the expense of health. I am even
more ashamed to see how the
extremely hard-hit industries are being
left in the lurch. Support measures
take too long and are too bureaucratic
and seem to be implemented with a
reluctant attitude.

“

high influence in %

Stephanie Schuster
Selbstständig
Being agile | Train your Mind0

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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Market development (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q14: What developments do you expect in the next 12 months with regard to your
market or your customers?
Management Level
October
2 & 3:
General risk of switching to competing
47%
products/offers

Degree of differentiation of the products in
your industry
Market transparency
Changeover costs on the part of the
customers in the event of a change of
provider/supplier

20
44%

46%

39%

9%

Management Level
January
2 & 3:
Degree of differentiation of the products in
45%
your industry

42%

48%

10%

38%

52%

11%

16%

Market transparency

34%

54%

12%

Changeover costs on the part of the
customers in the event of a change of
provider/supplier

31%

Number of customers, size of the market

31%

Size of the order volume in relation to
turnover

27%

Number of customers, size of the market

28%

Size of the client in relation to the industry

25%

Size of the order volume in relation to
turnover

22%

47%

30%

Risk of backward integration (customers
manufacture the products themselves) 20%

54%

26%

will increase
www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

8%

General risk of switching to competing
products/offers

46%

61%

47%

14%

38%

45%

21

26%
14%

Risk of backward integration (customers
manufacture the products themselves) 22%
Size of the client in relation to the industry 21%

will remain the same

58%

11%

49%

20%

53%

21%

50%

29%

70%

9%

will decrease
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Market development (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q14: What developments do you expect in the next 12 months with regard to your
market or your customers?
will increase in %
Banks, financial &
insurance services

Consulting &
professional
services

Informationtechnology

Other industries

52%

56%

54%

29%

28%

30%

44%

25%

Market transparency

72%

22%

30%

36%

Changeover costs on the part of the
customers in the event of a change of
provider/supplier

62%

38%

34%

39%

Number of customers, size of the market

38%

30%

46%

18%

Size of the client in relation to the industry

17%

14%

30%

21%

21%

27%

30%

27%

17%

33%

18%

19%

January 2021
Degree of differentiation of the products in
your industry
General risk of switching to competing
products/offers

Size of the order volume in relation to
turnover
Risk of backward integration (customers
manufacture the products themselves)

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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Industry development (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q11: How do you think your industry will develop over the next 12 months?
Management Level
2 & 3:

October 20

January 21

Interchangeability of
products/services

37%

Competition, number of
competitors

37%

Capacity, utilization

34%

39%

27%

Competition, number of
competitors

General market growth of the
industry

33%

37%

30%

Interchangeability of
products/services

Fixed costs

30%

Exit barriers, market exit costs 17%

12%

46%

18%

49%
75%

“

21%
9%

General market growth of the
industry

50%

28%

22%

Capacity, utilization

49%

30%

21%

45%

16%

31%

Exit barriers, market exit costs 18%

The current pandemic shows us how weak the,
supposedly, strong foundations of our relative
prosperity are. Yesterday, banks and national
airlines were systemically relevant. Now is a
good time to set the course of relevance right
and to recognize their true values. I see good
opportunities for Switzerland to do this.

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

40%

Fixed costs 23%

“

Martin Heuschkel
CTO
Infors AG

51%

56%

13%

63%

15%

74%

8%

will increase
will remain the same
will decrease
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Industry development (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q11: How do you think your industry will develop over the next 12 months?
will increase in %

Banks, financial &
insurance services

Consulting &
professional
services

Informationtechnology

Other industries

General market growth of the industry

36%

42%

61%

53%

Capacity, utilization

39%

45%

61%

48%

Competition, number of competitors

45%

53%

24%

40%

Interchangeability of products/services

41%

35%

23%

29%

Fixed costs

31%

16%

20%

25%

Exit barriers, market exit costs

8%

21%

17%

22%

January 2021
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General conditions

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q16: How do you think the general conditions in your industry will change in the next 12 months?
Management
ManagementLevel
Level
January
22&&3:
3: 21

Management
Management
Level
OctoberLevel
20
22&&3:
3:

Bargaining power of
customers

61%

32%

7%

Intensity of competition in
the industry

54%

Intensity of competition in
the industry

58%

36%

7%

Bargaining power of
customers

52%

Threat of substitute products
Negotiating power of the
suppliers

Ingo Knölll
Cloud Infrastruktur
Spezialist
Oracle

39%

47%

14%

Threat of new
competitors

35%

57%

9%

Threat of substitute
products

22%

55%

“

23%

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

7%

45%

16%

34%

55%

11%

Negotiating power of the
suppliers 20%

The pandemic is a threat to the economy, but it is also an
opportunity to reposition ourselves and rethink what we
have grown to love; the IT industry is currently benefiting
from the accelerated digitization in companies, although
certain sectors are also suffering and will have to stop
investments; afterwards, everyone will be better
positioned and prepared.

42%

3%

39%

66%

14%

will increase
will remain the same

“

Threat of new competitors

43%

You want to become a partner or sponsor?
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General conditions

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q16: How do you think the general conditions in your industry will change in the next 12 months?
will increase in %

Consulting &
professional
services

Informationtechnology

Other industries

Intensity of competition
in the industry

55%

63%

56%

46%

Bargaining power of
customers

41%

66%

44%

53%

Threat of new
competitors

48%

50%

32%

32%

Threat of substitute
products

52%

40%

27%

27%

Negotiating power of the
suppliers

10%

25%

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

23%

20%
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“

Politics drives down the entire economy, but
then falters with compensation, e.g. hardship
compensation has suddenly stopped again.
The bureaucracy
mold has struck.
Federalism in the distribution of money in a
crisis that does not work! Better: A hard
lockdown and the state finances everything.
Also, the fees have not been lowered (e.g. at
HR); with the COVID-19 loan the banks earn a
golden ticket. BR is very naive in having too
many consultants with not enough practical
experience – no role models.

“

Banks, financial
& insurance
services

January 2021

Hans Jörg Müller
CEO / Inhaber
Maneva Gmbh
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Competitor development (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q15: How will your competitors products develop over the next 12 months?
Management
Management
Level
October Level
20
22&&3:
3:
Price / performance ratio of
competing products

Awareness of competing
products

January 21
37%
28%

Image of competing
products

25%

Product / service loyalty

23%

Switching costs for
customers switching to
competing products

20%

22%

62%

10%

63%

40%

12%

37%

63%

“

17%

Price / performance ratio of
competing products
Switching costs for
customers switching to
competing products

33%
26%

Awareness of competing
products

22%

Product / service loyalty

21%

Image of competing
products 18%

COVID-19 will certainly have a big impact on various industries; retailers that do not have
digital offerings (e-commerce or similar) will have a hard time surviving. Digitization is one of
the biggest growth markets, but there is a lack of skilled workers. In many cases, companies
also lack a vision of how they can put their business on this new footing. In certain areas,
such as gastronomy, there will certainly be adjustments that are long overdue, but which
will be accelerated under COVID-19. It is a great opportunity for companies to reinvent
themselves, now, to be prepared for future challenges. There arises opportunities to hire
older employees, possibly even with crisis experience from past decades. I am aware that
you cannot compare a financial crisis with a pandemic, but I consider it very valuable to
create mixed teams and to be ready for the new, constantly changing challenges.

“ “

Paolo Sutter
VP Global Strategic
Alliances
Sitecore

41%

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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51%

17%

59%

15%

74%
42%

4%
38%

71%

11%

will increase
will remain the same
will decrease
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Competitor development (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q15: How will your competitors products develop over the next 12 months?
will increase in %

Consulting &
professional
services

Informationtechnology

Other industries

Price / performance ratio of
competing products

34%

45%

30%

25%

Switching costs for
customers switching to
competing products

31%

22%

38%

17%

Product / service loyalty

24%

11%

28%

20%

Awareness of competing
products

34%

8%

28%

20%

Image of competing
products

24%

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

8%

23%

16%

You want to become a partner or sponsor?
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“

I think with today's extended and
expanded lockdown with trade closures,
Switzerland will experience a wave of
insolvencies in the short term. This will be
accompanied by rising unemployment
and increasing financial burdens that will
hit the remaining trade hard. As
confidence in the economy fades, less
will be invested and the downward spiral
will be hard to stop. The Swiss economy
will now experience a downward trend.

“

Banks, financial &
insurance services

January 2021

Petra Vontz
CTO
REMA TIP TOP AG
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Market entry (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q12: How will the situation develop over the next 12 months for new participants who want to
enter your market?
October 20
Capital requirements
necessary for market entry

Regulatory pressure (state
restrictions, conditions)

59%

35%

45%

6%

Management
Management
Level
21Level
2January
& 3:
2 & 3:
Capital requirements
necessary for market entry

45%

10%

Regulatory pressure (state
restrictions, conditions)

59%

4%

Degree of establishment of
the existing supplier

54%

43%

9%

44%

49%

8%

37%

Availability of distribution
channels

36%

49%

15%

Availability of distribution
channels

33%

33%

54%

14%

Other cost disadvantages

33%

Christof Oberholzer
Business Area Manager
bbv Software Services AG

29%

33%

“

38%

Level of the
profitability/profit threshold

In addition to the drastic changes in many industries, the
COVID-19 crisis also presents many new opportunities to
optimize processes, digitize, or establish classic offerings
via digital channels. In doing so, we should definitely
consider social and ethical principles, so that equal
opportunities for employees are distributed fairly.
Economic efficiency and added value should be in balance
with social harmony.

“

Level of the
profitability/profit threshold

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

10%

47%

Other cost disadvantages

Degree of establishment of
the existing supplier

37%

27%

54%

13%

63%
40%

4%
34%

high influence
neutral
no influence
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Market entry (Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)
Q12: How will the situation develop over the next 12 months for new participants who want to
enter your market?
will increase in %

Consulting &
professional
services

Informationtechnology

Other industries

Capital requirements
necessary for market entry

59%

50%

55%

53%

Regulatory pressure (state
restrictions, conditions)

72%

32%

51%

41%

Degree of establishment of
the existing supplier

46%

51%

46%

35%

Availability of distribution
channels

55%

33%

28%

25%

Other cost disadvantages

44%

29%

30%

31%

Level of the
profitability/profit threshold

36%

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

41%

20%

17%
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“

Many companies are now benefiting
from aid packages in the form of shorttime work and loans with very favorable
conditions. These are aids from general
money, paid by the society, in particular
also future society. A repayment in the
form of stability reserves. Turning away
from locust capitalism, bleeding
companies for the benefit of dividend
payments, would be indispensable.

“

Banks, financial
& insurance
services

January 2021

Bruno Christen
Projektleiter
EDP
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Recruiting

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q21: How high is the demand for skilled workers in your company?
January 21
Banks, financial &
insurance services
Within the last
12 months

70%

Currently

67%

Within the next
12 months

63%

26%

26%

26%

high – very high

Consulting & professional
services
64%

55%

45%

15% 21%

62%

30% 9%

18% 27%

62%

28% 11%

24%

30%

will remain the same

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

Informationtechnology

77%

17%6%

will decrease
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Recruiting

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q19: Do you have difficulties finding qualified employees for your company?
January 21
Banks, financial &
insurance services

63%
26%

37%

19%

19%

57%

Consulting &
professional services

16%

41%

19%

25%

66%
Informationtechnology

31%

yes, a lot

35%

yes, some

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

25%

8%

no, not so much

no
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Impact COVID-19

(Top Management & Management Level 2 & 3)

Q24: What impact has the COVID-19 crisis on your company's sales performance?
23%

very
positive
5%

0

3%
1

6%

6%

2

3

9%

4

5

very
negative
11%

11%

6

7

8%

8%

9%

8

9

10

Q25: Is the existence of your company threatened due to the current crisis?
no

yes

39%

17%
9%

0

1

2

5%

4%

6%

4%

3%

4%

4%

4%

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Peter Biefer
Senior Security Consultant
TEMET AG

Claudio Zinetti
Consultant Supply Chain
Projects & Operation
Chemie

Chris Suchowski
IT Excellence Manager
SR Technics

“
“

The bankruptcies of many companies mean that entire supply chains will break down, which will
also cause them to struggle economically. Short-time work means that there will be considerably
less money available for consumption. As a result, consumer companies will have more
difficulties; in general, I see 2021 as an economically difficult year.

It will be a year with a small minus.

Many industries were impacted due to COVID-19. The last 10 months were really bad, but
overall Switzerland remains strong.

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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“

“

Very tense situation, and a threat to social peace.

“

“

“

Beat von Känel
Inhaber
GCP

“

Further expert opinions
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Further expert opinions

Frank Eimer
CDO
Rensales

“

From an economic perspective, the lockdown is an unnecessary overreaction to this current
threat. My economic heart weeps for all small businesses that were built up with a lot of heart
and soul and now have to bear consequences (up to and including ruin) for something they
cannot control.
Switzerland is being driven into the ground by incompetent, power-hungry politicians who are
increasingly given free-rein to their totalitarian claims to power. If they really care about our
"health", they would build up hospital and intensive care capacities, instead of reducing them.
They would welcome foreign-produced drugs instead of demonizing them, and would not use
us as guinea pigs on a large scale for "vaccines" that are untested on crucial points of efficacy.

The government has simply failed in the second wave and, thus, caused great damage to the
Swiss economy: The current crisis must be brought under control as quickly as possible, and the
only way is a massive vaccination program like that in Israel! With this minimal vaccination
program, which is currently being carried out, I see success for a quick re-opening of the country.

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch

“

Zeev Heinrich
Senior Project Manager
Brine SA

“

We have to lower the high wages in my industry. There are bankers who have totally lost touch
with reality!

“

Katharina Kurth
Senior Business Engineer
finform AG

Switzerland is on the right track with its politics, leave the doors open, but still do not forget its
Swiss characteristics!

“

Melany Carneiro Cartaxo
Fachspezialistin Middle Office
Strukturierte Produkte
Luzerner Kantonalbank

“
“
“

“
“

Andreas Limacher
Ressortleiter Verkauf & Marketing
Camille Bauer Metrawatt AG
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Further expert opinions

Georg Balmer
Seniorpartner
TERNLEC AG

Dean Petrovic
Technical Director
ON Semi

Peter Payer
Director Key Account
Management Large corporates

“

In May, Europe will have a new medical devices law. Switzerland will go along if the framework
agreement is reached. If not, a plan B is not recognizable!

The Swiss economy will recover quickly after the COVID-19 crisis.

Unfortunately, too conservative, too little innovative and future-oriented. Overall, too little global
and networked thinking. Global, poor prospects.

Financial crisis observed Q3, 2019 is bridged. The current slow development of the situation
depends heavily on the COVID-19 regulations.

Strong upswing after drop!

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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“
“

Peter Dawabi
Management Consultant
Cognizant

“
“
“
“

“
“
“

Christoph Schaer
Sen Consultant
QUNIQUE
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Peter Vogler
Head M&A

Andreas Forrer

Bob Schwamm

“
“
“

For a long time, companies have been in a vacuum because most positions are filled by people
who are not up to the position. So decisions are only made under pressure, which then have to be
done under duress. This is then called agile. This situation describes the economy. The real
economy flourished the last 10 years, although the macro economy (negative interest rate, even
transitionally, there is no theory) was not in the lot. Now the C-crisis has to take the blame for
everything. And no one dared to do anything about the real underlying problems!

It looks bleak; and the media and the BR are doing their part to make the uncertainty even greater,
and thus, even less is consumed.

Medieval labor laws should be urgently adapted to the current circumstances.

The Swiss economy hardly exists anymore. Most companies no longer produce anything
themselves, but sell products that are produced cheaply elsewhere. This results in loss of
knowledge and low competitiveness in the resulting lack of differentiation for the "Swiss Made"
hallmark of brand quality. This is already reflected in the various rankings. Therefore, in the
short and long term, I expect, at most, a stagnation or even a decline in GDP. In plain language:
Although everything still looks good, the Swiss economy is actually doing badly.

www.swissbusinesspulse.ch
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“

Timo Schweizer
Consulting

“

“
“
“

Further expert opinions
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